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Gef! Mar 16 2021 An exhaustive investigation of the case of Gef, a “talking mongoose” or “man-weasel,” who appeared to a family living on the
Isle of Man. “I am the fifth dimension! I am the eighth wonder of the world!” During the mid-1930s, British and overseas newspapers were full of
incredible stories about Gef, a “talking mongoose” or “man-weasel” who had allegedly appeared in the home of the Irvings, a farming family in a

remote district of the Isle of Man. The creature was said to speak in several languages, to sing, to steal objects from nearby farms, and to
eavesdrop on local people. Despite written reports, magazine articles and books, several photographs, fur samples and paw prints, voluminous
correspondence, and signed eyewitness statements, there is still no consensus as to what was really happening to the Irving family. Was it a hoax?
An extreme case of folie à plusieurs? A poltergeist? The possession of an animal by an evil spirit? Now you can read all the evidence and decide
for yourself. Seven years' research and interviews, photographs (many previously unseen), interviews with surviving witnesses, visits to the
site—all are presented in this book, the first examination of the case for seventy years. In the words of its mischievous, enigmatic subject, “If you
knew what I know, you'd know a hell of a lot!"
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1996: Department of Transportation, General
Accounting Office, National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak), National Transportation Safety Board Jan 02 2020
Junkyard Dog Collection 2 Jul 08 2020 The second volume in the Junkyard Dog collection series contains books four, five, and six. RUBY
CITY Ruby City hides secrets thousands of years old. None worth dying for. One worth killing for. Major Rita King takes her newest crew
member to visit the famed Ruby City where they find far more than Rita bargained for. Book Four of the Junkyard Dog series, Ruby City once
again calls on Rita King’s brains and courage in an unexpected and richly detailed world. DOUBLE CROSS Sometimes even the simplest of
tasks go wrong. Important business takes space pilot Rita King and her companions to the galaxy’s Central Bank on ZetiTau, an efficient, strictly
controlled planet. Customers show up. Conduct their business. Spend a few credits. Leave. Exactly the way banking should be conducted. Too
bad not everyone follows the rules. Double Cross takes Rita and her friends deep into the strange heart of ZetiTau banking where few have
ventured before. SPIDER SILK Spider silk. Lighter than air. Indestructible. No wonder Rita King wears spider silk skinsuits and wants them for
her crew. To get them Rita must give in to the Spider Woman’s unusual demand. “Come to Kwaku.” Kwaku. Home of the mysterious Spider
Woman. Home to the giant silk spiders. Never before visited by an outsider. Why the invite now? Spider Silk, Book Six of the Junkyard Dog
series, takes Rita King and her companions into the bizarre and deadly world of spider silk.
R.E.A.L. Jan 14 2021 The world has grown complacent. Secretly lulled into a dangerous state of contentment. Only a unique few, the “specials”,
are immune to the hypnotic effects of the insidious gaming technology addicting all of mankind. The world’s most secret A.I. platform has it’s
own agenda. World domination and immortality. Two important Army Rangers have gone AWOL and are being hunted. Three young adults,
“specials”, are on a quest to find the reasons they were sent to C.A.M.P. All have a date with destiny that will change the world.
Psychic Pets & Spirit Animals Apr 04 2020 Contains thirty-six true stories from those who have experienced paranormal encounters with their
pets including extraordinary humanDepartment of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1995 Aug 21 2021
A Most Wanted Man Jan 26 2022 Smuggled into Hamburg, Issa, a young Russian man carrying a large amount of cash, forms an alliance with
Annabel, a civil rights lawyer, and Tommy Brue, scion of a failing British bank, as they become victims of rival intelligence operations in the
War on Terror.
Your Training Questions Answered Dec 25 2021 ASTD is committed to balancing a flow of helpful information while continuing to share
research and introduce members to a variety of new informational voices. This issue turns the content over to membership by asking members

what training questions they most want answered. Requests were gathered and compiled, then answered by those professionals with the
knowledge and best practices information. Topics include the future of measurement and evaluation, mobile learning, training metrics, and
informal learning.
Honored But Invisible Oct 30 2019 Based on the most extensive research on community college teaching to date, this book examines the nature
of teaching and the institutional forces that shape it in a variety of course settings.
Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1998 Jul 20 2021
Fury Jul 28 2019 He just witnessed a murder...and now the killer is on his trail. But no one will believe him! Ever since his parents drowned
while crossing the Atlantic after a revival, Daniel Cooper has felt as if the world is out to get him. For the past year he's had to live with his Uncle
Asa and Aunt Camilla -- and all their rules. One night, deciding he's had enough, Daniel sneaks out his bedroom window and flees to the alley
behind his employer's casket shop. What he sees there shocks him to the core. Pursued by two men, Daniel embarks on an agonizing
journey...through deceit and betrayal. A journey that will test his physical stamina and challenge his understanding of God and friendship. A
journey that may well change his life...if it doesn't kill him first.
Wife Most Wanted Aug 01 2022 The man who stole her heart Dana Bailey was a woman on the run, and romance was the last thing on her
mind. But when her great escape led her to Detective Kurt Noble's arms, she was torn. Whitehorn's sexiest lawman could cost Dana her freedom
if he ever found out her secret--and yet he'd already locked up her heart. Could she risk her future for the passion she felt only in his embrace?
Answers from The Working Actor Nov 23 2021 For nearly a decade, Jackie Apodaca and Michael Kostroff shared duties as advice columnists for
the actors’ trade paper, Backstage. Their highly popular weekly feature, "The Working Actor," fielded questions from actors all over the country.
A cross between "Dear Abby" and The Hollywood Reporter, their column was a fact-based, humorous, compassionate take on the questions
actors most wanted answered. Using some of their most interesting, entertaining, and informative columns as launch points, Answers from "The
Working Actor" guides readers through the ins and outs (and ups and downs) of the acting industry. Apodaca and Kostroff share an approach that
is decidedly "on the ground." They’ve both labored in the trenches just like their readers—dealing with auditions, classes, photos, résumés,
rehearsals, contract negotiations, representatives, jobs, challenging colleagues, and the search for that elusive life/career balance. There are few
absolutes in the acting profession and virtually no proven and reliable steps. Unlike books that claim to offer "Quick Steps to a Successful Acting
Career," Answers from "The Working Actor" deals honestly with the realities, providing facts, options, strategies, stories, points of view, and the
wisdom of experience, while ultimately challenging readers to make their own decisions. This book will give new actors a head start on their
journeys and remind experienced professionals that, in the acting business, there is never only one answer to any question.
The Seat of Magic Jun 06 2020 It's been two weeks since Oriana Paredes was banished from the Golden City on account of her supernatural
talents. Police consultant Duilio Ferreira can't escape the feeling that Oriana is in danger. Adding to his concerns is the string of recent murders;
three victims have already been found dead, each without a mark upon her body. When a nonhuman goes missing too, Duilio fears the killer may
be targeting magical beings as well. To protect Oriana and uncover the truth, Duilio must consult a rare and malevolent text known as The Seat of
Magic.
The Answers Are There Oct 23 2021 A New Architecture for Peace Our world desperately needs new ways to support community

transformation. In The Answers Are There, Libby Hoffman shows us what is possible when outside aid animates, rather than obstructs, local
leadership and recognizes and honors community wisdom, priorities, and resources. This book shares stories of individual and communal
transformation in Sierra Leone, where the culture of community was nearly destroyed by civil war. But the unique approach of Fambul Tok
(family talk)—anchoring reconciliation in indigenous traditions of communal truth-telling, apology, and forgiveness—restored that culture and
unleashed a powerful resource for national healing. Fambul Tok’s core conviction—that ordinary people have the creativity, capacity, and
determination to transform their communities according to their own needs and desires—changed a country, and with it, international peace and
development. ?Hoffman shares her learning journey as a peacebuilder and as Fambul Tok’s co-founder, funder, and program partner. Her
diligent, compassionate reflection on tending to community, to systemic failures, and to her own heart invites readers into “building peace from
the inside out.” The Answers Are There masterfully blends lived experience, thought leadership, and actionable techniques, inspiring and
equipping readers to grow whole, healthy systems in the world.
The National Transportation Safety Board's Most Wanted Aviation Safety Improvements Oct 03 2022
FBI's Most Wanted – Incredible History of the Innovative Program Feb 24 2022 The FBI Ten Most Wanted Fugitives list arose from a
conversation held in late 1949 between J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI, and William Kinsey Hutchinson who were discussing ways to
promote capture of the FBI's "toughest guys". For sixty years, the FBI has sought the public's assistance in a special way through one of our most
effective and longest running publicity programs, which, since 1950, has led to the location of more than 460 of our nation's most dangerous
criminals. Content: FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” Program: The Beginnings Today The Program Criteria for Placement on the List The List
Removal from the List How the FBI Gets Its Men and Women: A 20-Year Study of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” Program 1989-2009
Today's "Top Ten” List More Likely to Include Terrorist, Organized Crime Figures and Child Predators "Top Tenners” Cannot Hide for Long
Many Fugitives Found far from Home "Top Ten” Fugitives Increasingly Caught Through Publicity Conclusion Project Pin Point Project
Welcome Home America's Most Wanted Famous Cases: Thomas James Holden William Raymond Nesbit Isaie Beausoleil Clyde Edward Laws
James Earl Ray Richard Lee Tingler, Jr. Ruth Eisemann-Schier Theodore Robert Bundy Eric Robert Rudolph Warren Jeffs Service Martyrs
The Schools Our Children Deserve Jun 18 2021 Arguing against the "tougher standards" rhetoric that marks the current education debate, the
author of No Contest and Punished by Rewards writes that such tactics squeeze the pleasure out of learning. Reprint.
Levinas and the Torah Aug 28 2019 A Levinasian commentary on the Torah. The French philosopher Emmanuel Levinas (1906–95) was one of
the most original Jewish thinkers of the twentieth century. This book interprets the Hebrew Bible through the lens of Levinas’s religious
philosophy. Richard I. Sugarman examines the Pentateuch using a phenomenological approach, drawing on both Levinas’s philosophical and
Jewish writings. Sugarman puts Levinas in conversation with biblical commentators both classical and modern, including Rashi, Maimonides,
Sforno, Hirsch, and Soloveitchik. He particularly highlights Levinas’s work on the Talmud and the Holocaust. Levinas’s reading is situated
against the background of a renewed understanding of such phenomena as covenant, promise, different modalities of time, and justice. The
volume is organized to reflect the fifty-four portions of the Torah read during the Jewish liturgical year. A preface provides an overview of
Levinas’s life, approach, and place in contemporary Jewish thought. The reader emerges with a deeper understanding of both the Torah and the
philosophy of a key Jewish thinker. Richard I. Sugarman is Professor of Religion at the University of Vermont. He has published several books,

including Rancor against Time: The Phenomenology of Ressentiment, as well as numerous articles on Levinas.
The Gorillas Want Bananas Apr 16 2021 The Gorillas want Bananas is a real underwear changing book, both frightening and inspiring.
Frightening when Debbie and Joe explain why the money I've wasted on marketing has been inneffective, you know; the radio and magazine ads
that no one responds to, the flyers that end up in the bin. Money out the window for no return. Inspiring because there are other ways of doing it
which the book lays out before you. But don't think this book will do it for you. You still need to take action your self. I read the book through
and then went back and read it again. I found even more things of value the second time round. This book will change the way you do your
marketing. Your underwear might never recover! Fergus Morley
The Brontës Feb 01 2020 The story of the tragic Brontë family is familiar to everyone: we all know about the half-mad, repressive father, the
drunken, drug-addled wastrel of a brother, wildly romantic Emily, unrequited Anne, and "poor Charlotte." Or do we? These stereotypes of the
popular imagination are precisely that - imaginary - created by amateur biographers such as Mrs. Gaskell who were primarily novelists and were
attracted by the tale of an apparently doomed family of genius. Juliet Barker's landmark book is the first definitive history of the Brontës. It
demolishes the myths, yet provides startling new information that is just as compelling - but true. Based on first-hand research among all the
Brontë manuscripts, including contemporary historical documents never before used by Brontë biographers, this book is both scholarly and
compulsively readable. The Brontës is a revolutionary picture of the world's favorite literary family.
A Most Wanted Man Sep 29 2019 A half-starved young Russian man in a long black overcoat is smuggled into Hamburg at dead of night. He
has an improbable amount of cash secreted in a purse round his neck. He is a devout Muslim. Or is he? He says his name is Issa. Annabel, an
idealistic young German civil rights lawyer, determines to save Issa from deportation. Soon her client's survival becomes more important to her
than her own career. In pursuit of Issa's mysterious past, she confronts the incongruous Tommy Brue, the sixty-year-old scion of Brue Frères, a
failing British bank based in Hamburg. A triangle of impossible loves is born. Meanwhile, scenting a sure kill in the so-called War on Terror, the
spies of three nations converge upon the innocents. Poignant, compassionate, peopled with characters the reader never wants to let go, A Most
Wanted Man is alive with humour, yet prickles with tension until the last heart-stopping page. It is also a work of deep humanity, and uncommon
relevance to our times.
Most Wanted Killer May 30 2022 Scott recounts the horrifying true story of Jesse James Hollywood, a flashy drug dealer who kidnapped the
brother of one of his clients--an event that inspired the feature film "Alpha Dog." Original.
The Perfect Answer Oct 11 2020 Teacher John Cintrano has been home schooling Derrick each week since Derrick was thrown out of school.
John feels unable to help the confused student, as Derrick officially drops out to join the marines. Reaching into his tragic past, John searches for
strength to battle cancer. He turns to his brothers and even to Julia, an English teacher, but soon realizes the only way he will find peace is to find
life's true meaning on his own terms. After joining the marines, Derrick is immediately given the harsh reality that Iraq should not have been the
place to run from his torment. Derrick hears a voice from his past. The real life lessons he learned from John begin to help him survive. John and
Derrick will both learn that The Perfect Answer and the strength to become American heroes may have been inside the classroom the entire time.
Hell from the Heavens Sep 09 2020 This is "naval history at its best" (Bruce Henderson)--the story of the greatest kamikaze attack of World War
II Looking toward the heavens, the destroyer crew saw what seemed to be the entire Japanese Air Force assembled directly above. Hell was about

to be unleashed on them in the largest single-ship kamikaze attack of World War II. On April 16, 1945, the crewmen of the USS Laffey were
battle hardened and prepared. They had engaged in combat off the Normandy coast in June 1944. They had been involved in three prior assaults
of enemy positions in the Pacific-at Leyte and Lingayen in the Philippines and at Iwo Jima. They had seen kamikazes purposely crash into other
destroyers and cruisers in their unit and had seen firsthand the bloody results of those crazed tactics. But nothing could have prepared the crew for
this moment-an eighty-minute ordeal in which the single small ship was targeted by no fewer than twenty-two Japanese suicide aircraft. By the
time the unprecedented attack on the Laffey was finished, thirty-two sailors lay dead, more than seventy were wounded, and the ship was
grievously damaged. Although she lay shrouded in smoke and fire for hours, the Laffey somehow survived, and the gutted American warship
limped from Okinawa's shore for home, where the ship and crew would be feted as heroes. Using scores of personal interviews with survivors, the
memoirs of crew members, and the sailors' wartime correspondence, historian and author John Wukovits breathes life into the story of this nearly
forgotten historic event. The US Navy described the kamikaze attack on the Laffey "as one of the great sea epics of the war." In Hell from the
Heavens, the author makes the ordeal of the Laffey and her crew a story for the ages.
Between Gods and Mortals Book I: Dragonborn Nov 11 2020
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1996 Mar 04 2020
God's Most Wanted Apr 28 2022 Jesus said, "A time is coming and has now come when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and
truth, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks."What did his words mean to the listeners in his day and what do they mean for
contemporary believers in our modern and very different world? Just how are Christians today supposed to worship the Father in spirit and
truth?The quest to find answers will set you on a path to discovering your ultimate purpose in this lifeâ€”to learn how to experience true, deep
intimacy with the Lord and to be boldly empowered as His ambassador to a broken world.Come take a journey you will never regret... to become
one of "God's Most Wanted" worshipers!
Delphi Collected Works of E. F. Benson with the Complete Mapp and Lucia Novels (Illustrated) Aug 09 2020 The prolific novelist E. F. Benson
is celebrated for his hilarious satires of upper-middle-class life, as depicted in the ‘Mapp and Lucia’ novels, and for being an adept narrator of
ghost stories. This comprehensive eBook presents the largest collection of Benson’s works ever compiled in a single edition, with numerous
illustrations, rare texts and concise introductions. (Version 2) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Benson’s life and works * Concise
introductions to the novels and other texts * 49 novels, all with individual contents tables * The complete ‘Mapp and Lucia’ novels and stories all six novels, linked in series order * Many early and late novels available here for the first time in digital publishing * Images of how the books
were first printed, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare short story collections, appearing
here for the first time in digital print * Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories * Easily locate the ghost stories
you want to read * Includes a wide selection of Benson’s non-fiction * Features an autobiography - discover Benson’s literary life * Scholarly
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres * UPDATED with 17 more novels, 2 rare Mapp and Lucia stories, 3 more short
story collections and Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: Mapp and Lucia Series
Queen Lucia (1920) Miss Mapp (1922) Lucia in London (1927) Desirable Residences (1929) The Male Impersonator (1929) Mapp and Lucia
(1931) Lucia’s Progress (1935) Trouble for Lucia (1939) Other Novels Dodo: A Detail of the Day The Rubicon The Judgment Books Limitations

The Babe, B.A. The Vintage The Capsina Mammon and Co. The Princess Sophia The Luck of the Vails Scarlet and Hyssop An Act in a
Backwater The Book of Months The Relentless City The Valkyries The Challoners The Angel of Pain The House of Defence Sheaves The
Blotting Book The Climber A Reaping Daisy’s Aunt The Osbornes Mrs. Ames Dodo’s Daughter Thorley Weir Arundel Mike An Autumn
Sowing David Blaize The Freaks of Mayfair David Blaize and the Blue Door Up and Down Across the Stream Robin Linnet Dodo Wonders
Lovers and Friends Peter Colin Colin II Paying Guests Ravens’ Brood The Short Story Collections Six Common Things; Or, a Double Overture
The Room in the Tower, and Other Stories Visible and Invisible Spook Stories More Spook Stories The Countess of Lowndes Square and Other
Stories The Short Stories List of Short Stories in Chronological Order List of Short Stories in Alphabetical Order The Non-Fiction Daily Training
The Cricket of Abel, Hirst, and Shrewsbury Winter Sports in Switzerland Crescent and Iron Cross Poland and Mittel-Europa Charlotte Brontë
The Autobiography Our Family Affairs
A Dark and Hungry God Arises Dec 01 2019 A master storyteller, Stephen R. Donaldson established a worldwide reputation with his
unforgettable, critically acclaimed fantasy series The Chronicles Of Thomas Covenant. Then, with The Real Story and Forbidden Knowledge, he
launched a thrilling new science fiction series. Now the galactic epic continues as humanity struggles against the forces of ultimate evil—and its
own dark nature. The stage is set for confrontation at Billingate—illegal shipyard, haven for pirates and brigands, where every vice flourishes and
every appetite can be sated. Gateway to the alien realm of the Amnion, the shipyard is a clearinghouse for all they require to fulfill their
mutagenic plans against humanity. It is here that the fate of Morn Hyland is to be decided amid a kaleidoscopic whirl of plot and counter-plot,
treachery and betrayal. As schemes unravel to reveal yet deeper designs, Morn, Nick, Angus' lives may all be forfeit as pawns in the titanic game
played our between Warden Dios, dedicated director of the UMC Police, and the Dragon, greed-driven ruler of the UMC. Here, the future of
humankind hangs on the uncertain fortune of Morn Hyland in a daring novel of epic power and suspense, relentlessly gripping from first page to
last.
The Legend Mackinnon Jun 26 2019 Three centuries ago in Scotland a curse was born of the long-standing feud between the Claren and the
MacKinnon clans. Now, generations later, destiny has decreed that three women, the last of the Claren line, be granted one final chance to set
things right. Maggie, Cailean, and Delaney Claren are three cousins who grow up unaware of one another—until an inheritance brings them
together. Now mysterious journals and the deed to an ancient Scottish castle will bring them face-to-face with the warriors at the heart of the
MacKinnon family, three brothers sentenced to cruel fates by a terrible curse. Duncan is trapped in the form of a ghost, Rory must live an
immortal life alone, and Alexander has been wrenched by time from the past to the present, with no way back. Ferociously compelling,
dangerously relentless, they are bound by no mortal laws—except desire for the three Claren women. The journals speak of one key that can
break the powerful spell. And finding that key will plunge them all into a world of unforeseeable danger and tantalizing desire....
Oversight of Motor Carrier Safety Efforts Sep 21 2021
National Transportation Safety Board Reauthorization and Pipeline Safety Act Reauthorization Feb 12 2021
Roadmap to the AIMS High School Reading Jun 30 2022 The Roadmap series has been proven to help students across the country excel on
standardized tests—and now new editions are available for the Arizona Instrument to Measure Standards (AIMS) tests. Not only will these guides
teach students how to ace the exams, but they will also help them improve their math and reading skills so that they can earn higher grades in

school. Each book contains two full-length practice tests, complete with comprehensive explanations for every solution. The lessons are structure
like those on the actual AIMS exams—plus each book contains an additional 100 practice questions within the lessons.
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1992 May 18 2021
Reauthorization of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Mar 28 2022
Most Wanted Dec 13 2020 Donor 3319 Profile: Tall. Blonde. Blue eyes. Medical Student. Wanted for Serial Murder. “Spellbinding. Another tour
de force from Scottoline. It drew me in, in a single breath.” –Mary Kubica, bestselling author of The Good Girl Christine Nilsson and her
husband, Marcus, are desperate for a baby. Unable to conceive, they find themselves facing a difficult choice they had never anticipated. After
many appointments with specialists, endless research, and countless conversations, they make the decision to use a donor. Two months pass, and
Christine is happily pregnant. But one day, she is shocked to see a young blond man on the TV news being arrested for a series of brutal
murders—and the blond man bears an undeniable and uncanny resemblance to her donor. Delving deeper to uncover the truth, Christine must
confront a terrifying reality and face her worst fears. Riveting and fast-paced with the depth of emotionality that has garnered Lisa Scottoline
legions of fans, the New York Times bestseller, Most Wanted, poses an ethical and moral dilemma: What would you do if the biological father of
your unborn child was a serial killer?
An Answer to a Book intituled Christianity as Old as the Creation [by Matthew Tindal] ... The second edition, corrected May 06 2020
Most Wanted Particle Sep 02 2022 An accessible account of the work leading up to the monumental discovery of the Higgs boson, from one of
the physicists who was there. Particle physics as we know it depends on the Higgs boson: It’s the missing link between the birth of our
universe—as a sea of tiny, massless particles—and the tangible world we live in today. But for more than 50 years, scientists wondered: Does it
exist? Physicist Jon Butterworth was at the frontlines of the hunt for the Higgs at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider—perhaps the most ambitious
experiment in history. In Most Wanted Particle, he gives us the first inside account of that uncertain time, when an entire field hinged on a single
particle, and life at the cutting edge of science meant media scrutiny, late-night pub debates, dispiriting false starts in the face of intense pressure,
and countless hours at the collider itself. As Butterworth explains, our first glimpse of the elusive Higgs brings us a giant step closer to
understanding the universe—and points the way to an entirely new kind of physics. Praise for Most Wanted Particle “Butterworth is an insider’s
insider. His narrative seethes with insights on the project’s science, technology and “tribes,” as well as his personal (and often amusing) journey
as a frontier physicist.” —Nature “A vivid account of what the process of discovery was really like for an insider.” —Peter Higgs, winner of the
Nobel Prize in Physics “If you want to know why the discovery of the Higgs boson matters, read this book!” —Brian Cox, author of Why Does
E=mc2?
Most Wanted Nov 04 2022 One day Margie Danielsen turned the TV on to 'Most Wanted' and saw the face of her husband - real name Paul Mack
- who was wanted for rape and murder. This book tells Margie's story - from her courtship with Mack to her shocking discovery, her decision to
turn in her husband, and the terrifying aftermath.
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